Abstract—Memristors are emerging devices known by their nonvolatility, compatibility with CMOS processes and high density in circuits density in circuits mostly owing to the crossbar nanoarchitecture. One of their most notable applications is in the memory system field. Despite their promising characteristics and the advancements in this emerging technology, variability and reliability are still principal issues for memristors. For these reasons, exploring techniques that check the integrity of circuits is of primary importance. Therefore, this paper proposes a method to perform an on-line test capable to detect a single failure inside the memory crossbar array.

I. INTRODUCTION

Resistive switching devices (memristors) are emerging electronic devices that are receiving significant attention because of their promising properties including being passive nonvolatile memory elements, storing data in the form of resistance. Altough they were postulated by L. Chua back in 1971 [1], Chua’s theory was connected with practice only in 2008 [2]. Some other interesting characteristics of memristors are the compatibility with CMOS technology and the highest possible device integration density [3]. It is expected that memristive device speed could match that of CMOS devices. Nonetheless, currently it isn’t a mature enough technology and there is space for improvement in several aspects. For instance, variability and reliability are considered among the most critical issues [4].

Memristors are suitable devices for applications such as memories and computing, both digital and analog. As memristors are nonvolatile, they are ideal to store data even when not powered. This feature and their potential high device density are two key properties for memory applications. However, variability and reliability must be controlled in these applications and strategies to cope with these issues must be developed. On-line testing is a useful technique as memristors may fail eventually due to its improvable reliability. There are some works about on-line testing circuits with memristor crossbars; e.g. [5] applies design for testability to detect open faults in crossbar, whereas [6] takes advantage of sneak-path currents to perform the testing procedure faster and [7] designs to detect bridge defects.

In this context, our work presents a simple fault model for a single one transistor one memristors (1T1R) cell more focused in the possible malfunction of the cell devices than the previous works, as well as the interferences between cells when faults occur and a method to detect them during the system normal operation. The paper is organized as follows. Section II introduces the device model used in the work, Section III depicts the memory system, Section IV shows the fault model considered, Section V presents the on-line test procedure and Section VI shows the simulation results. Finally, Section VII concludes the paper.

II. MEMRISTOR FUNDAMENTALS IN BRIEF

The memristor is a passive two-terminal device, a passive circuit element with a characteristic parameter named memristance. Memristance is conceptually defined as the derivative of flux with respect to electric charge, but it is commonly explained as a resistance that depends on the previous history of the electric charge that passes through it. There are different types of memristors: bipolar or unipolar, filamentary or homogeneous switching [8]. For instance, in the resistive RAM (ReRAM) device assumed in this paper, the change in its memristance is attributed to the creation or destruction of one or more conductive filaments inside the metal-insulator-metal device structure (in line with the soft breakdown of an oxide intermediate layer).

The memristor model adopted in this work is presented in [9]. The model is based on the formation of a two-dimensional conductive filament, described as a cylinder that modulates its length and width according to the voltage applied to the terminals of the device. It features variability, parasitic elements and temperature effects, among other features. The used parameter values have been extracted from TiN/HfOx/TiOx/Pt devices of 10 nm feature size. The typical I-V pinched curve observed in memristors is shown in Figure 1, where \( V_M \) and \( J_M \) are the voltage across the memristor and the flowing current, respectively. The I/V curve was generated using a triangular signal of amplitude 2 V and period 40 ns. The memristor switches to low resistive state (LRS) when a positive voltage is applied. Then a negative voltage gradually increases the memristance, finally leading to a high resistive state (HRS).

In a memory application memristors are typically excited with voltage pulses. The width and voltage level are important to achieve desired resistance states. A long, high voltage pulse is needed to bring the memristor to a given state, while a
Fig. 1. I/V characteristic curve of the used memristors model. The inset shows the memristors symbol and polarity convention used for the applied voltage and the flowing current.

short, low voltage pulse is sufficient to get the resistance of the device without modifying the state adequate for a reading phase. To illustrate the change of state due to different voltage pulses a simulation is carried out. A memristor is initialized at a HRS state (about 1.5 MΩ) and excited with voltage pulses of 1.8 V and 2 V and different width pulses. Figure 2 shows the obtained results: as voltage and pulse width increase the change in the memristance is higher. This is especially clear for small pulse widths. In order to read and write memristors, voltage pulses of \( V_{\text{read}} = 1 \text{ V} \) 10 ns long and \( V_{\text{write}} = 2 \text{ V} \) 120 ns have been chosen to read and write the memristor, respectively.

III. TARGET SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE

Before moving to the complete memory system considered in this work, Figure 3 shows a single memory cell with simple peripheral circuitry which we analyze first. The 1T1R cell of interest consists of a memristor \( M \) connected in series with an NMOS select transistor [10]. Memristor \( M \) stores 1 bit of information, where LRS in our case stands for logic ‘1’ and HRS logic ‘0’, respectively. The NMOS device enables the peripheral circuitry to perform the following three operations: write ‘1’ or ‘0’ to the cell, and read the state stored in the cell.

Two inverters work as drivers to write the memristor \( M \). They are powered to \( V_{\text{write}} \) level. It is assumed that the inverters can supply enough current to memristors. The one at the bottom of the figure is a tri-state inverter, so it must provide a high-impedance output to not interfere with the PMOS transistor used for reading. To write cell to ‘1’, \( \bar{x} = '0' \) and \( \bar{y} = '1' \) so \( V_M = V_{\text{write}} \). To write cell to ‘0’, the signal values are switched, \( \bar{x} = '1' \) and \( \bar{y} = '0' \) so \( V_M = -V_{\text{write}} \). When writing, both inverters must be working, hence \( \bar{en} = '1' \).

Finally, to read the state of \( M \), the tri-state inverter output is disabled setting \( \bar{en} = '0' \), the PMOS is enabled setting \( \bar{read} = '0' \) and \( \bar{x} = '1' \). Using this configuration, \( M \) is put in series with the PMOS and \( y \) will act as the read output. A voltage at node \( y \) near ground indicates a LRS or ‘1’ while voltage at \( y \) near \( V_{\text{read}} \) means a HRS or ‘0’.

Figure 4 shows the complete memory architecture considered in this work. The memristive crossbar array is the core of the system and contains \( m \) rows and \( n \) columns of 1T1R cells, as depicted in the inset. These cells are interconnected using common horizontal and vertical lines named \( x_i \) and \( y_j \) respectively, where \( 1 \leq i \leq n \) and \( 1 \leq j \leq m \). The addition of the NMOS select transistor in every cell prevents from any unwanted changes in the state of memristors due to sneak current paths, as well as facilitates the proper read and write operation. The NMOS transistor is controlled by the gate signal \( h_i \), which is common to all cells belonging to the same row \( i \).

At the boundaries of the crossbar there are peripheral circuits for control and read operations. Again, inverters which drive the memristors are powered to \( V_{\text{write}} \) voltage as they are intended to write the content of memory cells. Column drivers are tri-state inverters and their enable signal is connected to a single node \( \bar{en} \). The read circuitry is powered with \( V_{\text{read}} \) voltage (assuming \( V_{\text{read}} < V_{\text{write}} \)). PMOS transistors used to
read memristors are controlled with a single \( \text{read} \) gate signal. The read circuitry also includes \( n \) comparators plus a resistor of value \( R_{\text{hrs}} \) that acts as a threshold between LRS and HRS. The logic level at the comparator is in accordance with the stored memristor state, i.e. ‘0’ (0 volts) is HRS and ‘1’ (\( V_{\text{read}} \)) is LRS.

This memory crossbar is built to operate not only with single cells, but with the entire row. Now, the four operations available are write entire row to ‘1’, write entire row to ‘0’, write a word to an entire row and read an entire row. To write or read an entire row \( i \), the row must be enabled selecting \( h_i \) and inverters and PMOS transistors are configured depending the operation and by following similar instructions as in the case of one single cell described previously.

IV. FAULT MODEL

The circuit complexity in integrated circuits has been growing very fast but at the cost of an increase of physical failures. Many different types of faults may appear in a circuit, in the manufacturing process or during its useful lifetime. Memristors are not an exception. Their inherent “structure-modifying” nature of operations (i.e. the soft breakdown in the intermediate metal-oxide) and their still immature manufacturing processes are both issues of reliability.

In this work, a single fault scenario inside the memory crossbar cells is assumed, that being neither in the interconnections nor the external circuitry. The fault is assumed not to be stuck-at-on or stuck-open (\( T_{\text{s-on}} \) or \( T_{\text{s-open}} \)). In modeling, this corresponds to substituting the transistor by a resistor of a low or high value depending on the type of failure. As for the memristor, it can get stuck in a LRS (called \( M_{s-LRS} \)) or HRS (called \( M_{s-HRS} \)). Likewise, the modeling approach for these failures concerns using a resistor with a low or high value instead of a memristor. In this case, resistance values depend on the typical HRS or LRS achieved in the write operation. Table I summarizes the considered faults. This notwithstanding, other system faults, e.g. the case of having a memristors not switched completely, are not considered here since we set a single resistance threshold for reading the state and there is no undefined intermediate resistance band.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fault</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Transistor stuck-at-on</td>
<td>( T_{\text{s-on}} )</td>
<td>Channel remains conductive.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transistor stuck-at-open</td>
<td>( T_{\text{s-open}} )</td>
<td>Channel remains cut-off.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Memristor stuck-in-LRS</td>
<td>( M_{s-LRS} )</td>
<td>Unalterable LRS.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Memristor stuck-in-HRS</td>
<td>( M_{s-HRS} )</td>
<td>Unalterable HRS.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

V. ON-LINE TEST STRATEGY

Having established the system architecture and the fault model, in this section the proposed on-line testing algorithm is presented. The main goal is to check a single fault, that being any of the four types mentioned before, occurring inside the memory crossbar. This process must be robust and keep the original stored data unaltered. The strategy, which is similar that in [11], consists in writing some known data in every row, checking them for unexpected data, and evaluating this unexpected data at the end of the algorithm. For each row the following actions take place:

1) Read row content and store the data.
2) Write the entire row to ‘1’.
3) Check if the content of the entire row is ‘1’.
4) Write the entire row to ‘0’.
5) Check if the content of the entire row is ‘0’.
6) Retrieve stored data and write to the row.

Next, we analyze how each type of fault is detected using the previous scheme.

A. \( T_{s-open} \), \( M_{s-LRS} \) and \( M_{s-HRS} \) detection

Let’s assume that inside the row the algorithm is going to check there is one of the previously mentioned faults. After writing ‘1’ to an entire row, the read output should be ‘1’ for all cells in the row. If there is a \( M_{s-HRS} \) or \( T_{s-open} \) fault in the active row it will be detected when reading the entire row, as its high resistance is interpreted as a memristor in a HRS and the read output is ‘0’ for the faulty cell. However, \( M_{s-LRS} \) fault in the active row is not detectable as it already shows a LRS and it’s mistaken by a functional memristor. Then, after writing the entire row to ‘0’, the read output should be ‘1’ for all cells in the row. If there is a \( M_{s-LRS} \) fault in the active row is will be detected when the row is read. That cell will be stuck to a LRS and the read output is ‘1’. Again, \( M_{s-HRS} \) and \( T_{s-open} \) in the active row are not detectable as their high resistance shown will be, at least, as high as the other written cells.
B. $T_{s-on}$ detection

Note that $T_{s-on}$ is not detectable using write entire row to ‘0’ or write entire row to ‘1’ operations separately. Figure 5 depicts a cell with this fault, for instance the cell (2,2). This schematic will be useful to explain how $T_{s-on}$.

Writing the entire row to ‘1’ operation, if the row to be written is number 2, the memristor $M_{2,2}$ is written as normally. In the case that the written row is $i$ (another than 2), the memristor of the faulty cell interferes in the read process, but as the memristor $M_{i,2}$ are already in LRS, the total resistance seen by the read circuit is approximately equivalent to the LRS, completely masking the fault.

Writing the entire row to ‘0’, if the written row is number 2, the memristor $M_{2,2}$ is previously written to ‘0’. When another row is being written, the memristor $M_{2,2}$ interferes in the read process. Unfortunately the content of this memristor is unknown. Hence if memristor $M_{2,2}$ is in LRS the resistance seen by the read circuit is approximately equivalent to the LRS and not the expected value of HRS (previously written in memristor $M_{i,2}$).

Indeed, $T_{s-on}$ is not detectable using single operations. Even more, this fault is ruining the reading process. In order to be detectable, the fact that the faulty cell interferes the reading of another row is exploited. Write ‘1’ and write ‘0’ operations are performed slightly different.

In write ‘1’ operation, inverters are configured to write each row to ‘1’. Theoretically, only the active row is written because other rows are disabled. However, if there is a cell with $T_{s-on}$ another row than the active one, its memristor will be written to ‘1’. When checking the active row, the $T_{s-on}$ fault is masked as explained before.

In write ‘0’ operation, inverters are configured to write only all the active row to ‘0’. Doing so keeps the memristor of the failing cell in LRS. When checking the active row, the reading reveals a fault if $T_{s-on}$ isn’t located at the active row and is masked if it’s in the active row.

With this tricky sequence of operations, a $T_{s-on}$ appears as a column with $m - 1$ faulty cells in a column and only one functional. Obviously, a final evaluation is required to mark the functional cell as the real faulty cell. Finally, $T_{s-on}$ is recognizable once modified the write operations. Input signals applied in each operation of the online test are detailed in Table II. Note that this procedure doesn’t affect the detection of the other faults $T_{s-open}$, $M_{s-LRS}$ and $M_{s-HRS}$.

C. Online test algorithm

The complete on-line test process is shown in the following algorithm. The first for loop is in charge of detecting unexpected data among the rows. Content of each row is stored in $s_{n-1} \ldots s_0$ before it is written. Also $d_{n-1} \ldots d_0$ is used to save temporarily the read data to be analysed. The second for loop evaluates the unexpected data. If there is more than one cell mark as faulty, the last for loop looks for the only one that is correct ($T_{s-on}$ fault case).

```
1: for i from 0 to m − 1 do
2: read row i → s_{n-1} \ldots s_0
3: write entire row i to ‘1’
4: read row i → d_{n-1} \ldots d_0
5: for j from 0 to n − 1 do
6: if (d_j = ‘0’) then
7: mark cell (i,j) as faulty cell
8: end if
9: end for
10: write entire row i to ‘0’
11: read row i → d_{n-1} \ldots d_0
12: for j from 0 to n − 1 do
13: if (d_j = ‘1’) then
14: mark cell (i,j) as faulty cell
15: end if
16: end for
17: write entire row i to s_{n-1} \ldots s_0
18: end for
19: for j from 0 to n − 1 do
20: if (all cells in column j are faulty but one cell(k,j)) then
21: mark cell (k,j) as faulty and unmark other cells in column j
22: end if
23: end for
```

Finally, note that this technique is still useful when there are more faulty cells as long as there is only one faulty cell per column.
VI. Results

In this section, the circuitry used in the system is checked through simulation (using Cadence Virtuoso ADE) in order to verify errors are detectable as mentioned in section IV. Inverters and pass transistors are simulated using a predictive transistor model for 65 nm node [12]. The comparator is implemented as a Verilog-A block. Values used in simulations are $V_{\text{write}} = 2\, \text{V}$, $V_{\text{read}} = 1\, \text{V}$, $R_{\text{thres}} = 200\, \text{k}\Omega$ and $R_{\text{s-on}} = 1\, \text{k}\Omega$, where $R_{\text{s-on}}$ is the resistance of the transistor stuck-at-on. Memristors are always initialized at HRS.

First, a simulation of the circuit shown in Figure 3 is performed. Inverters are designed to drive enough current to write successfully the memristor $M$. The performance of the circuit is shown in Figure 6a. The memristor starts at HRS. In the read stage, a ‘0’ is at read output. After writing a ‘1’, a LRS is observed. Finally, a ‘0’ is written in the memristor and the read output is HRS again as expected. The write pulse width is 120 ns, long enough to change the memristor state, and the read one is 10 ns, short enough to keep the state. With these voltage pulses, HRS value is 1.5 M$\Omega$ and LRS 21 k$\Omega$.

After it is shown that all the single cell operations work as expected, now the most interesting case of fault detection is when there is a $T_{\text{s-on}}$ fault and the corresponding memristors interfere with another cell found in the active crossbar row. As shown in Figure 5, $M_{2,2}$ is the faulty cell of the memory array and the faulty transistor is represented using the equivalent model presented in Table I. The on-line test starts to check the cells of the first row ($i = 1$) and this first iteration is simulated. Instead of simulating the entire system with just one faulty cell, only the target cell to be read and the faulty cell are included in the simulation. Input and output signals are plotted in Figure 6b. Interconnect resistance and capacitance are neglected for simplicity as our purpose is first to check validity of the proposed approach and signal trends. $M_{2,2}$ and $M_{1,2}$ are initialized at HRS. Reading the output after the write ‘1’ operation is correct but reading after the write ‘0’ operation detects an unexpected output, i.e. a LRS where it should be a HRS. The test marks the $M_{1,2}$ cell as faulty. When the second row is checked, as explained in the Section 3c, there is any unexpected output and the faulty cell is marked as non-faulty. As every other row is checked, each $M_{i,2}$ is marked as faulty. At the end of the algorithm, the faulty and non-faulty marks are swapped. Hence, $T_{\text{s-on}}$ is detected in $M_{2,2}$ cell as expected.

Finally, it is important to spend few words on the memory used by the algorithm to achieve its goal. Obviously, there is a need for an auxiliary memory. When storing the data contained in the cells before starting the on-line test only the data of an entire row is stored. However, when the algorithm marks faulty cells the cost may be high as the system scales. The algorithm can be improved to overcome this issue, i.e. to store only few last faulty and non-faulty marks and make a decision of the fault scenario taking into account the single failure assumption.

VII. Conclusion

An on-line test strategy has been proposed here able to detect single failures of the memory cells in 1T1R crossbar-based memory systems. The memory crossbar can operate normally and testing can be performed anytime. Although variability is critical in memristors, the proposed method allows easily detecting different types of faults. Simulation results confirm that the interference from a faulty cell in the on-line test procedure doesn’t mislead the result.
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Fig. 6. Simulation results for a target cell with the interference of a faulty cell.